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         14th March 2016 

 

         Simon Golding D72826 

 

         W C C 

 

         Brisbane Queensland 

 

 

Commonwealth Ombudsman 

GPO Box 442 

Canberra ACT 2601 

 

 

Fax: 02 6276 0123 

 
 

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

 

   I would like to bring to your attention and raise complaint and investigation 

into to numerous Government agencies involved in Operation Collage(AFP)/Bergonia(ACBPS/ 

Border Force). 

 

To save inundating your office with a lengthy fax giving all disclosure, unlawfulness and 

corruption involved in this case it would be easier if I draw attention to twitter account 

simonxgolding , which holds some of the requests and evidence of this in the form of dropbox 

attachments and email to Ministers/Senators. Simply Google my name and look for the twitter 

feed. This is unorthodox but the most efficient way of getting you this information in the 

circumstances. 

 

 

Official complaint has been raised with: 

 

Australian Commission of Law Enforcement Integrity-ACLEI 

Australian Federal Police-AFP 

Australian CUSTOMS/ACBPS/Border Force 

Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions-CDPP 

Commonwealth Attorney General 

Commonwealth Governor General 

 

 

The unlawfulness in this case is broad and I have received no response or receipt of requests by 

most agencies involved. Most notably being ACLEI and ACBPS/Border Force. 

 

 

Response back from the Commonwealth Attorney General states that the executive 

Government cannot interfere with judicial process of the courts but this is exactly what 

has happened with the unlawful examination and dissemination of material by the 

Australian Crimes Commission. The relevant acts state that the Commonwealth 

Attorney General and Governor General can and do rightfully act when it suits them 

and this is a clear case of when they should be, especially considering the blatant 

ignoring of requests, receipt of notice and disregard of law by the Government agencies 

and courts involved. The huge corruption issues involved and lack of any action over a 
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long period of time also should weigh heavily into account in this case. It seems most 

are either ignoring the blatant issues or passing the trouble for another to hopefully deal 

with it. It is truly amazing how in over five years of Government agencies knowing and 

having proof of massive corruption and non disclosure by the AFP and 

CUSTOMS/ACBPS/Border Force and nothing has ever been exposed to neither the 

public nor any action taken on corrupt officers involved. 
 

 

I have included in this fax, my last request to ACLEI. I have previously sent ACLEI four other 

requests and have personally dealt with them from 2012. I have received neither 

acknowledgement of receipt nor any formal communication. 

 

 

There is clear corruption and subsequent attempted covering of corruption in this case. ACBPS/ 

Border Force has perjured themselves and perverted the course of justice. This is undeniable 

and the delaying of any exposure of this is clear. 

 

 

This is an official letter for your office to act accordingly, without hindrance or lengthy time 

restraint. 

 

 

 

 

 

I look forward to your response. 

 

 

 

 

Simon Golding 

   


